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    Everybody’s Everything (from 1 soul of Team One) 

 

Hook: 

Everybody’s everything…..faith 4 tha faithless not the static panic that’s rii  

  

 

Verse 1: 

 

How it’s/ always been support each other from a distance 

Living for some peace together working for resistance/ to the 

Same goal so many personalities, forget the dis n drain 

Lift the light right up n that’s reality 

 

Rap-Team how courageous Laugh-ing smile contagious 

Rise above  enemy rages, thrown a line  seed engages 

G.O.D.  page to pages one  a time breakin’ cages 

Rest into the moment Uncles Cousins Aunts Valley Sages 

 

Pa-tient va-ca-tion momentary lapse of hesitance or worry  

With no hurry reservation  

for the self knowledge love or fear build or 

Destroy to repeat the redundant no defeat 
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Love don't pay attention to the question or an ego asking why 

We didn’t couldn’t but we did so all can fly/ maybe 

“Can’t” but just try, have some meaning out’a bed 

Face the music not the lie, already said so look alive. 

 

 

Hook: 

Everybody’s everything…..faith 4 tha faithless not the static panic that’s riiiight  

 (say that’s right with love and personality)…(4 times) 

 

 

 

 

Verse #2 

 

We/Light the “better thans” into seein’ their own (triplet) snobbery 

Makin’ us right (triplet) people’s confidence with no robbery 

Bothering until we’re Dobermans “it’s us” Fatherly 

Probably “whatever’ll” take the Gold all following 

 

Real Word not the fake pushers takin’ the hope (triplet) 

Blamin’ us division slave mentality it ain’t a joke 

Teach the hate (triplet) to live with peace not the strain 

We choose to reach spirit 4 (triplet) flesh from all inner cheese leaps 
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Opening the scope to help the life shine, always the right (triplet) time  

Clear a path we have a laugh back to the music (triplet) climb 

Up only up please don’t interrupt a simple peace a person doin’ 

What they do we need to feed n stuff/  

 

 

 

 

“Full of themselves” (triplet) perspective Optimus form directives 

Just a smile across the miles divinely shining till infectious 

Never the /hide n seek is how we always have to gravitate  

Light the story n (triplet) transform while drama batches hesitate 

 

 

Hook: 

 

  

 

 

 Side note that went with the mp3: 

 

Peace...thanks to the folks who "assemblied"/communicated Faith 4 the Faithless...I am a spokesperson 

too...and as we've said, for us rap is functional when we need to get things off the chest, to remember in 

faction rationalizations (and for the mind), though we're just trying ta chill...well, "who isn't kid" :) So, the 

enemy is the destroy mentality...take comfort in being "aware"...love and life motivations...to the "I see 

you"...well, "we all see eachother here don't we?" :-) in a neighborhood that's different, we're dealing with 

"the Great Transparency" neighborhood, and there's lots of Running Games apparently...respect the 

Elders who care...quite a time period...gotta work together folks...the media argument of the blue/red wars 

has gotta get more mature (teach love) about things...please...thanks...blue doesn't just mean 

"discipline/know the clock" only and red doesn't just mean just love...there's all kinds of examples from 
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both "sides" historically, and we're supposed to be focused on unity anyway! We did all this work for 

peace, for all these years, and the "no end in sight" stuff is unknowingly pushing division?...let's get 

organized folks...peace to "self styled" wisdom...always a chance to change the inertia...the kids in the 

future are gonna ask, "Did they get along?"..."Yup, they sure did loved one they'll say"...our team 

did...yup, and the tunes and communications and videos etc. will prove that...so we got THAT part of it, 

but what was the other part? Please don't put the division part on us...the story was a cultural compliment 

and inspiration, not a division quest...be encouraged...cool...I/We...peace... 

 

 

 

 

 


